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Endovascular treatment of  
intracranial aneurysms

 review

Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) is a potentially lethal disease with high morbidity and mortality. The 
goal of endovascular intracranial aneurysm treatment of intracranial aneurysms is the prevention of 
rebleeding after primary SAH, the prevention of SAH in unruptured aneurysms or the alleviation of other 
symptoms attributable to the aneurysm. Securing ruptured aneurysms improves outcome after SAH, and 
there is high level evidence that endovascular coiling of ruptured aneurysms offers lower morbidity and 
mortality than neurosurgical clipping. However, the natural history and treatment of unruptured aneurysms 
is controversial. Endovascular techniques can be classified into deconstructive arterial sacrifice, and 
endosaccular and endoluminal reconstruction. Detachable microcoils, arterial stents, detachable balloons 
and liquid embolic agents are devices used in aneurysm treatment. The most serious neurological risks of 
endovascular techniques are thromboembolic infarction, aneurysm rupture and arterial dissection. 
Immediate angiographic outcome is measured by the degree of persistent aneurysm or neck filling and 
is often classified by the ‘modified Montreal’ or ‘Raymond’ system. A better immediate angiographic 
result is shown to reduce aneurysm recurrence. Immediate residual filling of the aneurysm sac and delayed 
aneurysm recurrence are both risk factors for repeat SAH. The aim of long-term follow-up is to monitor 
for aneurysm recurrence, and magnetic resonance angiography is now replacing catheter angiography 
as the first line follow-up imaging modality.
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Intracranial aneurysms
 n Types

‘Intracranial aneurysm’ is a collective term 
encompassing saccular/berry aneurysms, 
pseudo aneurysms, dissection-related aneu-
rysms, mycotic (infective) aneurysms, fusiform 
intradural aneurysms and oncotic aneurysms. 
A detailed discussion on the pathology of these 
lesions is beyond the scope of this review, but a 
short overview is provided. 

Saccular/ berry aneurysms
The most common form of aneurysm results 
from a combination of arterial wall weakness 
and flow factors; the end result being a ‘balloon-
ing’ of the vessel wall (Figure 1). Small unruptured 
saccular aneurysms have a thin (30–150 µm) 
wall of endothelium and adventitia, with larger 
aneurysms often becoming thickened with 
collagen and elastic fibers. The incidence of 
intra cranial saccular aneurysms varies between 
autopsy and angiographic series between 0.2 and 
8.9%. A total of 15–30% of patients with at least 
one aneurysm will have multiple aneurysms [1–3]. 
Risk factors for aneurysm development include 
autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease, 

Ehlers–Danlos type IV, neurofibromatosis 
type 1, Marfan disease, fibromuscular dysplasia, 
aortic coarctation, smoking, hypertension and a 
family history of saccular aneurysms [4].

Blister-like internal carotid artery (ICA) 
aneurysms are a subset that behave differently 
to branch-point saccular ICA aneurysms. They 
arise from nonbranching points, can grow very 
quickly and have been shown to carry higher 
procedural risk [5–9].

Pseudoaneurysms
Pseudoaneurysms are an organized hematoma 
with a cavity that remains in communication 
with the circulation through a perforation in 
the artery wall. The arterial wall injury may 
be caused by trauma, dissection, infection, 
ruptured berry aneurysm or iatrogenic injury.

Mycotic aneurysms
Impaction of a septic embolus in a peripheral 
cerebral artery may result in focal inflam matory 
arteritis and aneurysm formation. The term 
mycotic aneurysm is generally applied to these 
lesions regardless of whether the infective agent 
is fungal or bacterial.
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Dissection-related aneurysms
When an arterial dissection creates a communi-
cation between the lumen and a cavity between 
the separated layers of the arterial wall it results 
in a ‘dissecting aneurysm’ (Figure 2). These 
may present with aneurysmal outpouching 
or stenosis.

Fusiform intradural aneurysms
Hypertension and atherosclerosis are associ-
ated with formation of fusiform aneurysms, 
most commonly in the internal carotid and 
basilar arteries.

Oncotic aneurysms
Direct malignant invasion of the arterial 
wall with aneurysm formation is a rare entity 
described in atrial myxoma, renal cell carcinoma, 
choriocarcinoma, bronchogenic carcinoma and 
glioblastoma [10–16].

subarachnoid hemorrhage
Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) secondary to 
rupture is the most common and severe com-
plication of intracranial aneurysms (Box 1 & 

Figure 3). A total of 80% of nontraumatic 
SAH is caused by rupture of an intracranial 
aneurysm [17].

Subarachnoid hemorrhage represents 2–5% 
of all new strokes, but overall loss of productive 
life years is similar to that of ischemic stroke 
or intraparenchymal bleeds [18]. The aggre-
gate worldwide incidence is approximately 
10.5 cases per 100,000 person-years [19], with 
Australian studies quoting 8.5–9.4 per 100,000 

person-years [20,21]. The mean age at presenta-
tion is 55 years, and SAH is more common in 
females, Finnish, Japanese, African–Americans 
and New Zealand Maori individuals [20,22,23].

The natural history of SAH is poor. The 
1966 cooperative aneurysm study reported the 
mortality of untreated single aneurysm rup-
tures as 9.6% at 24 h, 26.7% at 1 week, 50% 
at 1 month and 64.8% at 1–2 years [24]. A meta-
ana lysis reported death before presentation to 
hospital as 12.4% [25].

Initial and recurrent bleeding are the major 
causes of early death [26]. The acute brain injury 
responsible for early death is secondary to the 
subarachnoid bleed leading directly to elevated 
intracranial pressure, reduced cerebral perfu-
sion and blood flow, reduced brain oxygen-
ation, blood–brain barrier breakdown, brain 
edema and neuronal apoptosis. The mecha-
nism of injury is complex and involves direct 
micro vascular injury, vascular occlusion and 
disruption of metabolic pathways [27,28]. 

For patients admitted to hospital there is 
a 3–4% or higher risk of repeat hemorrhage 
in the first 24 h, and 1–2% per day for the 
first month [29]. Some series quote ultra-early 
rebleeding at 15%, and up to 20% in World 
Federation of Neurological Surgeons (WFNS) 
grade 4 and 5 patients [30,31]. Repeat hemorrhage 
is associated with over 50% mortality [31–34].

Cerebral arterial vasospasm and delayed 
ischemic neurological deficits (DINDs) are 
complications of SAH with poorly understood 
pathophysiological mechanisms, contro versial 
treatment and preventative strategies, and 
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Figure 1. Giant posterior communicating artery aneurysm. (A) Digital subtraction angiogram. 
Giant posterior communicating artery aneurysm. (B) 3D rotational digital subtraction angiogram 
demonstrating the same aneurysm.
ICA: Internal carotid artery.
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potentially devastating outcomes. Characterized 
by a reversible narrowing of proximal cerebral 
arteries in days 3–14 post-SAH, in some series 
up to 70% of patients have angiographic evi-
dence of vasospasm. Only 20–30% will have 
detectable neurological deficits or changes in 
conscious state (DIND). Of patients suffering 
DIND in SAH, 7% will die and 7% will have 
a permanent deficit [35]. The recent American 
Heart Association/American Stroke Association 
guidelines recommend prophylactic oral 
nimodipine, early management of the ruptured 
aneurysm and avoiding hypovolemia. There 
is evidence that nimodipine reduces DINDs, 
but this may be due to cerebral protection as 
no reduction in angiographic vasospasm has 

been demonstrated in controlled trials [29,36]. 
Volume expansion, induced hypertension and 
hemo dilution have been shown to improve cere-
bral perfusion and clinical outcomes, but have 
not been definitively shown to prevent vaso-
spasm [29]. Endovascular techniques including 
direct intra-arterial infusion of calcium chan-
nel blockers and angioplasty have demonstrated 
low level evidence of improved outcome in cases 
refractory to medical therapy [35].

Hydrocephalus has an overall incidence of 
20–30% and is more frequent in higher WFNS 
and Fisher grades. Ventriculostomy and/or per-
manent shunting are shown to be beneficial 
without conclusive evidence of any increased 
incidence of rebleeding [29].

Irregularity Aneurysm

Aneurysm

Coiled aneurysm

Coiled aneurysm

Sacrificed PCA

Neck remnant

Increased neck remnant

Left

Left

PCA

Figure 2. dissecting left posterior cerebral artery aneurysm and parent artery sacrifice. (A) Digital subtraction angiogram after 
acute subarachnoid hemorrhage. The early phase anteroposterior image from the left vertebral injection, windowed to increase contrast, 
demonstrates luminal irregularity and a small outpouching of the left PCA at the region of the P1/P2 junction, suggestive of dissection. 
(B) Digital subtraction angiogram after acute subarachnoid hemorrhage. A later phase anteroposterior image from the left vertebral 
injection demonstrates slow filling of an aneurysm at the site of luminal irregularity. (C) Digital subtraction angiogram after acute 
subarachnoid hemorrhage. A later phase lateral image from the left vertebral injection demonstrates fluid–fluid level filling of an 
aneurysm at the site of luminal irregularity. (d) Digital subtraction angiogram after aneurysm coiling. The aneurysm (or possibly 
pseudoaneurysm) sac has been packed with coils, leaving a small but unusually shaped neck remnant. (e) Digital subtraction angiogram 
72‑h later. The aneurysm neck remnant has grown in size significantly, compatible with a dissecting aneurysm rather than a saccular 
aneurysm. (F) Digital subtraction angiogram following deconstructive parent artery sacrifice with detachable coils. No filling of the P3 or 
P4 segments is demonstrated on this left vertebral injection. The patient suffered no visual field or other neurological defect, presumably 
owing to cortical supply from pial collaterals.
PCA: Posterior cerebral artery. 
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There are varying published incidences of sei-
zures in SAH. One recent retrospective review 
quoted this incidence to be 6–18%. Prophylactic 
anticonvulsants are often prescribed for 1 week 
after initial bleed, although there is a lack of high 
level evidence that this improves outcome [29].

Hyponatremia is more common in higher 
WFNS grades, anterior communicating artery 
aneurysms and hydrocephalus. It is associ-
ated with volume contraction and may be an 
independent risk factor for poor outcome. 
Fludrocortisone and hypertonic 3% NaCl have 
been shown to correct Na levels but not volume 
contraction [29]. Other medical complications 
include pulmonary edema (23%) and cardiac 
arrhythmias (35%) [34].

Carotid-cavernous fistula
Intracavernous carotid aneurysms account for 
1.9–9.0% of intracranial aneurysms and their 
rupture more often leads to a direct carotid-
cavernous fistula (CCF) than to SAH. A direct 
CCF complicates approximately 6–9% of 
intracavernous carotid aneurysms. Aneurysmal 
CCFs account for approximately 20% of direct 
CCFs [37].

Clinical presentations of  
unruptured aneurysms
The majority of detected unruptured aneurysms 
are identified incidentally on CT or MRI per-
formed for another reason. Unruptured aneu-
rysms can, however, present with headaches, 
embolic strokes and mass effect.

Headaches were the most common symp-
tom (36%) in the 1449 patients enrolled in the 
retro spective arm of the International Study of 
Unruptured Intracranial Aneurysms (ISUIA) 
trial [38]. A Korean study reported a statistically 
significant rate of headache improvement (90%) 
following aneurysm treatment in a cohort of 
patients that had chronic headaches prior to 
diagnosis of an unruptured aneurysm [39].

In a retrospective review, a total of nine 
out of 269 patients (3.3%) with unruptured 
aneurysms had embolic strokes in distributions 
attributable to the aneurysm locations [40].

A total of 5.7% of the patients enrolled in 
the retrospective arm of the ISUIA trial had 
symptoms of mass effect [38]. In a single-center 
11-year retrospective review of electively clipped 
aneurysms less than 1 cm in size, 10.3% of 
the aneurysms presented with third nerve palsy 
or visual acuity/field loss attributable to mass 

Box 1. subarachnoid hemorrhage.

 � The most common and severe complication of intracranial aneurysms. 
 � A total of 80% of nontraumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage is caused by the rupture of an intracranial aneurysm. 
 � The aggregate worldwide incidence is 10.5 cases per 100,000 person‑years.
 � Mortality of untreated aneurysm rupture is 9.6% at 24 h, 26.7% at 1 week, 50% at 1 month and 64.8% at 1–2 years. 
 � A total of 12.4% patients die before presentation to hospital.
 � Initial and recurrent bleeding are the major causes of early death.
 � Securing the ruptured aneurysm by coiling or clipping prevents rebleeding.
 � Cerebral arterial vasospasm and delayed ischemic neurological deficits (DINDs) occur days 3–14 postsubarachnoid hemorrhage.
 � Up to 70% of patients have angiographic evidence of vasospasm. 
 � Only 20–30% of cases will have detectable neurological deficits or changes in conscious state (DIND), of which 7% will die and 7% will 

have a permanent deficit. 
 � Nimodipine reduces DINDs, possibly due to cerebral protection. 
 � Volume expansion, induced hypertension and hemodilution have been shown to improve cerebral perfusion and clinical outcomes, but 

not shown to prevent vasospasm. 
 � Direct intra‑arterial infusion of calcium channel blockers and angioplasty have demonstrated benefit.
 � Hydrocephalus occurs in 20–30% of cases and is more frequent in higher World Federation of Neurosurgical Societies and Fisher grades. 

Ventriculostomy and/or permanent shunting is shown to be beneficial.
 � Seizures in up to 6–8% of patients. Prophylactic anticonvulsants are often prescribed for 1 week.

Figure 3. CT brain scan demonstrating 
subarachnoid hemorrhage, characterized 
by hyperdense blood in the basal cisterns.
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effect from the aneurysm [41]. The presenta-
tions of intracranial aneurysms are outlined 
in Box 2.

decision to treat
 n Aneurysmal SAH

A sound argument can be made for always treat-
ing aneurysmal SAH by securing the aneurysm 
when possible. As noted above, the natural his-
tory of aneurysmal SAH is very poor, and it is 
generally regarded that the risks of conservative 
management are greater than the procedural 
risks of securing the ruptured aneurysm [24,42]. 
Randomized trials in the 1960s and 1970s dem-
onstrated that the benefits exceeded the risks of 
surgery in some anatomical locations [43–46], and 
it is generally accepted that advances in micro-
surgery and endovascular intervention have 
further reduced the procedural risk profile.

With treatment, the 60-day case fatality was 
7.2% and the 1-year mortality was 9.0% over-
all in the largest controlled trial of aneurysmal 
SAH treatment [47,48]. It should be noted that 
this group excludes patients who die before 
presenting to a treatment facility, estimated 
to be 12.4% [25], and that the patients were 
predominantly low WFNS clinical grade.

In the ISUIA cohort the 5-year mortality of 
patients with unruptured aneurysms that sub-
sequently ruptured was 65%, but little informa-
tion regarding these patients, the treatment (if 
any) they received and the small number (n = 33) 
makes extrapolation of this data difficult.

 n Unruptured aneurysms
The elective treatment of unruptured asympto-
matic aneurysms is a far more controversial 
topic. Like the management of any asympto-
matic disease, the risk without treatment must 
exceed the risk of intervention if the treatment 
is to be justified.

Natural history
The natural history of unruptured aneurysms 
has been the topic of considerable research 
and debate. 

The results of earlier small observational 
studies and neurosurgical opinions were chal-
lenged by the publication of two reports from 
the ISUIA trial. In the second prospective arm of 
the study, the ISUIA authors reported an 0.1% 
annual risk of rupture (RR) for asymptomatic 
unruptured aneurysms less than 7 mm in size 
in patients with no history of SAH. Cumulative 
5-year rupture rates for ICA excluding posterior 
communicating artery origin, middle cerebral 

artery (MCA), and anterior cerebral artery/ante-
rior communicating artery aneurysms were 0, 
2.6, 14.5 and 40% for less than 7, 7–12, 13–24 
and 25 mm or more, respectively. This compared 
with rates of 2.5, 14.5, 18.4 and 50%, respec-
tively, for the same size categories involving pos-
terior circulation and posterior communicating 
artery aneurysms. Increased relative RR was 
reported in 7–12 mm aneurysms (3.3), greater 
than 12 mm aneurysms (17), posterior commu-
nicating artery origin (2.1) and basilar tip (2.3) 
aneurysms [38,49].

Considerable literature was subsequently 
devoted to critiquing the methodology, anatomi-
cal stratification and selection bias of these stud-
ies; and whether the results were applicable to 
decisions on patient management [50–55]. A vital 
criticism is that the conservative management 
arm of an observational study is heavily biased 
towards lesions that are considered low risk.

A large Finnish single-center retrospective 
study reported significantly higher rupture rates 
than ISUIA, which were more congruent with 
the previously accepted neurosurgical views. 
They found the overall annual RR was 1.1% 
for aneurysms that were 2–6 mm in size, 2.3% 
for 7–9 mm and 2.8% for 10–26 mm. In this 
large cohort 70% of ruptures were in patients 
with aneurysms that were less than 6 mm in size. 
The authors demonstrated increasing rupture 
risk with aneurysm size (RR 1.11/mm >6 mm 
in diameter) [56].

Meta-analyses performed with and with-
out the inclusion of the ISUIA data reported 
annual rupture risks of 0.5–2%, and signifi-
cantly increased risk with advancing age, female 
gender, Japanese or Finnish descent, aneurysm 
size larger than 5 mm, posterior circulation 
aneurysms and symptomatic aneurysms [57,58].

The lack of available solid evidence prompted 
one group to begin a multinational, multicenter, 
prospectively randomized trial comparing con-
servative management to endovascular coiling for 
unruptured intracranial aneurysms [53,55,59–61]. 
Unfortunately the cancellation of this trial owing 
to low enrollment was announced in 2009 [62].

Box 2. Presentations of intracranial aneurysms.

 � Subarachnoid hemorrhage
 � Incidental
 � Cranial nerve (CN) palsy – CNII and CNIII most common
 � Neurological deficit secondary to mass effect (e.g., brainstem compression)
 � Carotid cavernous fistula
 � Seizure
 � Ischemic stroke
 � Headache
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risk of treatment
The procedural risk of aneurysm treatment was 
the subject of a systematic review that found 
a 0.6% case-fatality rate and 7% permanent 
morbidity associated with endovascular coiling 
of unruptured aneurysms in patients treated 
from 1990–2002. In this ana lysis, morbidity 
was reduced (to 4.5%) in studies performed 
after 1994 [63]. 

Subsequent single-center large cohort long-
term follow-up papers have reported lower 
mortalities (0%, 0.5%) and morbidities (3.4%, 
3.5%) [64,65]. A large prospective multicenter 
Canadian and French study of endovascular 
treatment in unruptured aneurysms is follow-
ing up 649 patients. The investigators have 
published immediate clinical outcomes, report-
ing 1-month mortality and morbidity of 1.4 and 
1.7%, respectively [66–68]. 

The ISUIA study reported 1-year mortal-
ity and morbidity rates of 2.7 and 12.6% for 
surgical treatment of unruptured aneurysms 
in patients who had never had documented 
SAH. The corresponding values were 3.4 and 
9.8% for endovascular treatment. Included in 
the morbidity group was a modified Rankin 
score of 3–5, death and impaired cognitive 
status. Statistical tests of significance between 
the surgical and endovascular groups were not 
applied, as the groups were vastly different, the 
endovascular group had older patients with 
larger unruptured aneurysms, and a higher 
proportion of aneurysms in the posterior 
circulation [38,49].

This trend towards better outcomes in the 
literature is likely to reflect a worldwide learn-
ing curve in endovascular management, as 
well as ongoing improvements in techniques, 
equipment and devices.

The efficacy and durability of aneurysm 
treatment is also a consideration in elective 
treatment, and is discussed further later.

Neurosurgical versus 
endovascular treatment

 n Ruptured aneurysms
The International Subarachnoid 
Aneurysm Trial
The International Subarachnoid Aneurysm Trial 
(ISAT) is a multinational, multicenter, random-
ized trial of endovascular coiling versus neuro-
surgical clipping in aneurysmal SAH (Box 3). 
Equipoise was defined as an aneurysm deemed 
appropriate for either treatment method by 
both a neurosurgeon and inter ventional neuro-
radiologist, with uncertainty as to the better 
option. A total of 2143 patients with aneurysmal 
SAH were randomly assigned to neurosurgical 
clipping or endovascular coiling [42].

The primary outcome was death or depen-
dency (modified Rankin score of 3–6) at 1 year. 
At 1 year, significantly fewer of the endo vascular 
group (23.5%) were dead or dependant than the 
neurosurgical group (30.9%). The risk of death 
at 5 years was significantly lower in the endo-
vascular group than the neurosurgery group 
(RR 0.77) [42,48,69].

Long-term follow-up has demonstrated 
significantly more repeat SAH in the endo-
vascular group (1.6%) than the neurosurgery 
group (0.7%), but no difference in death from 
rebleeding [69].

The proportion of SAH patients at partici-
pating centers that were entered into the trial 
varied from 1–44%. Overall, 6745 out of 9559 
(70.6%) patients were judged unsuitable for the 
trial by the neurosurgeons/neuroradiologists 
assessing them, presumably because equipoise 
did not exist and one treatment was felt to be 
the better option.

A high proportion (83%) of the aneurysms 
were arising from the ICA or anterior cerebral 
artery–anterior communicating artery complex. 
A lower proportion of MCA aneurysms (14.1%) 
and posterior circulation aneurysms (2.7%) 

Box 3. International subarachnoid Aneurysm Trial (IsAT).

 � Endovascular coiling versus neurosurgical clipping in aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage.
 � Multinational metacenter trial of 2143 patients with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage that were deemed appropriate for either 

treatment method by both a neurosurgeon and interventional neuroradiologist.
 � Randomly assigned to neurosurgical clipping or endovascular coiling.
 � Primary outcome was death or dependency (modified Rankin score 3–6) at 1 year.
 � At 1 year, significantly fewer of the endovascular group (23.5%) had died or were dependant when compared with the neurosurgical 

group (30.9%). 
 � The risk of death at 5 years was significantly lower in the endovascular group than in the neurosurgery group (relative risk of 

rupture 0.77).
 � Significantly more rebleeds in the endovascular group (1.6%) than the neurosurgery group (0.7%), but no difference in death 

from rebleeding. 
 � The outcome benefit of coiling is not lost over any reasonable follow‑up period.
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were enrolled than the expected proportion in 
SAH [42]. This spread of aneurysm location in 
the ISAT patients is an important point, and 
emphasizes that the results and conclusions can 
be applied to aneurysms deemed suitable for 
either treatment modality.

In many centers, clipping is the preferred 
treatment for MCA aneurysms owing to both 
the relatively atraumatic surgical access and 
the difficulty faced to achieve complete endo-
vascular occlusion with preservation of the MCA 
branches [70,71]. Several groups continue to report 
good results with endovascular coiling, but there 
remains a lack of high level evidence comparing 
the two modalities in this location [72,73].

Posterior circulation aneurysms and in par-
ticular basilar tip aneurysms require higher 
risk surgical access but are readily accessible 
to endovascular treatment in the majority of 
cases [74,75].

Across the ISAT groups the mean time to 
treatment was 1.1 days for endovascular coiling 
and 1.8 days for neurosurgical clipping [42]. The 
authors’ adherence to intention-to-treat ana lysis 
means that the patients who died before receiv-
ing their randomized neurosurgical clipping are 
included in the results. This is a point that many 
neurosurgical groups criticize [76].

The results and ramifications of the ISAT 
are debated in neurosurgical literature with 
each new publication of ISAT data [76–78]. It is, 
however, the only large prospective randomized 
trial comparing the two treatment methods. 
Systematic reviews, meta-analyses and pub-
lished guidelines have subsequently reinforced 
its conclusions, and recommended that in cases 
of ruptured aneurysms judged by interventional 
neuroradiologists and cerebrovascular surgeons 
to be amenable to either technique, endo vascular 
therapy offers lower morbidity and mortal-
ity [29,79,80]. Another common conclusion in 
published guidelines is that aneurysms are best 
managed in centers where both endo vascular and 
neurosurgical treatment is available, facilitating 
case-by-case discussion as to which treatment is 
preferable [29,34,79,80].

 n Unruptured aneurysms
The ISAT data cannot be directly applied 
to unruptured aneurysms. There have been 
no randomized trials comparing endo-
vascular and neurosurgical treatment of 
unruptured aneurysms. 

The Trial on Endovascular Aneurysm 
Management (TEAM) aimed to compare 
conservative management with endovascular 

treatment of unruptured aneurysms, but did 
not include a neurosurgical clipping cohort to 
allow comparison of the two modalities [55,59,60]. 
Unfortunately the cancellation of this trial owing 
to low enrollment was announced in 2009 [62].

Procedural complications 
The major neurological risks associated with 
endovascular aneurysm treatment are thrombo-
embolic ischemia, aneurysm perforation, parent 
vessel occlusion and arterial dissection. 

Thromboembolic complications can result 
from thrombus formation on catheters, wires, 
coils, within aneurysmal sacs and secondary to 
iatrogenic arterial dissection (Figure 4). Reported 
rates of symptomatic thromboembolic complica-
tions range from 2.4 to 5.2% [81–85], however, 
studies specifically investigating the rate of 
asymptomatic emboli using diffusion-weighted 
MR have reported incidences of 28–69%. Some 
authors criticize the methodology of such data, 
pointing out that no preoperative diffusion-
weighted imaging was obtained in these patients, 
the majority of whom presented with SAH [86–92].

Proven risk factors for procedural thrombo-
embolic complications include ruptured aneu-
rysms and aneurysms greater than 10 mm in 
size. Embolism is less likely in the posterior 
circulation [86–93]. 

Use of periprocedural intravenous acetyl-
salicylic acid was reported to reduce thrombo-
embolic complications without an increase in 
hemorrhage-related complications in a retro-
spective noncontrolled review of cases before and 
after this became standard treatment in a single 
center, and in smaller retrospective reviews [94,95]. 
More rigorous research is required to validate this 
potential benefit and assess any hemorrhagic 
side effects.

Intraprocedural anticoagulation is standard 
practice to minimize the risk of thrombo-
embolic complications. Full heparinization for 
24 h after treatment of ruptured aneurysms in 
patients without recent craniotomy is reported 
to be safe in one case series [96]. Concern exists 
regarding the risk of hemorrhage with recently 
inserted external ventricular drains, however, 
one large retrospective series reported that with 
tight control of the activated prothrombin time, 
heparinization is safe in this setting [96–98].

Procedural rupture of the aneurysm can be 
ascribed to instrument perforation or spontane-
ous rerupture (Figure 5). Reported rates in pub-
lished case series are 2.3–6.5% for ruptured 
aneurysms and 0.5–2.4% for unruptured aneu-
rysms [81–85,93,99]. A 2002 meta-ana lysis found 
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that the risk of death or disability after procedural 
perforation was 38% in previously ruptured 
aneurysms and 28% in previously unruptured 
aneurysms. Heparinization at the time of rupture 
did not influence morbidity and mortality [99].

The Cerebral Aneurysm Rerupture After 
Treatment (CARAT) trial found that nonwhite 
race, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and 
lower initial Hunt and Hess grade were predictors 
of procedural rupture in coiling cases [100]. There 
are case series reporting higher rates of proce-
dural rupture during endovascular treatment of 
ICA blister-like aneurysms [8]. Balloon-assisted 

coiling/balloon remodeling is shown, in some 
case series, to increase rupture rates in ruptured 
aneurysms [101].

Several authors have demonstrated increased 
procedural rupture rates associated with coiling 
very small (≤3 mm) aneurysms [102–105].

Long-term outcomes
The degree of immediate angiographic aneurysm 
occlusion and the incidence of delayed aneurysm 
recurrence are separate outcome factors that are 
associated both with each other and with delayed 
SAH. They are considered separately first.

Contrast
extravasion Contrast extravasion

has ceased

Microcatheter tip
positioned in the
aneurysm sac

Microguidewire
within the
microcatheter

Figure 5. Complications of endovascular aneurysm treatment: aneurysm rupture. (A) Fluoroscopic roadmapped image. 
Microcatheter positioning in the sac of a very small (3 mm) posterior communicating artery aneurysm. (B) Digital subtraction angiogram, 
right carotid injection. Aneurysm rupture. Contrast extravasation from the aneurysm sac following deployment of the second coil. 
(C) Digital subtraction angiogram, right carotid injection. Following deployment of two more coils; one traversing the hole in the 
aneurysm wall, and one packing the aneurysm sac; the extravasation has ceased.
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Figure 4. Complications of endovascular aneurysm treatment–platelet aggregation. (A) Digital subtraction angiogram, right 
carotid injection. Final angiogram after coiling of both a right posterior communicating artery and basilar tip aneurysms. (Raymond/
modified Montreal class 1). No thrombotic or embolic complications were detected angiographically. (B) Digital subtraction angiogram, 
right carotid injection. The patient awoke from the general anesthetic with a left hemiplegia. A repeat angiogram 1 h after the first 
procedure had finished demonstrates platelet aggregation in the supraclinoid ICA near the aneurysm neck with occlusion of the anterior 
choroidal artery. (C) The patient responded well to intra‑arterial abciximab delivered by microcatheter in the ICA, followed by 24 h of 
intravenous abciximab and heparin. A CT brain scan 3 days later demonstrates only very small posterior limb internal capsule infarcts. 
The hemiplegia resolved and the patient was discharged with no neurological defects.
ICA: Internal carotid artery.
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 n Immediate angiographic outcome 
Although all published results are generally 
based around angiographic opacification of 
the neck and/or aneurysm sac, the classifica-
tion systems for initial angiographic results 
vary across different groups [85,106–109]. Many 
now adopt the so-called ‘modified Montreal’ or 
‘Raymond’ classification, which stratifies results 
into complete occlusion of aneurysm and neck 
(class 1), persistence of the neck or any portion 
of the original defect of the arterial wall as seen 

on any single projection but without opacifica-
tion of the aneurysmal sac (class 2), and any 
opacification of the aneurysmal sac (class 3) [110]. 
A major source of disagreement in the applica-
tion of this system relates to the coiled aneurysm 
with no neck remnant but contrast filling the 
interstices of the coil mesh [66]. More recently 
some authors have proposed a more compre-
hensive 6-point grading system to expand the 
Montreal classification [91]. 

In large case series from high-volume cen-
ters and one prospective multicenter study, 
the reported incidence of total angiographic 
occlusion (class 1) varies from 36 to 76%, neck 
remnant (class 2) 22–46% and aneurysm rem-
nant (class 3) 1.7–20%. The wide ranges likely 
reflect the varied classifications and definitions 
applied to the immediate postcoiling appear-
ance [81–83,106,108,109,111]. In a systematic review 
covering 37 studies with 6991 aneurysms, total 
angiographic occlusion (class 1) was reported 
in 62.3%, neck remnant (class 2) in 29.5% and 
aneurysm remnant (class 3) in 8.2% [111].

In the large prospective multicenter Clinical 
and Anatomical Results in the Treatment of 
Ruptured Intracranial Aneurysms (CLARITY) 
and Analysis of Treatment by Endovascular 
Approach of Nonruptured Aneurysms (ATENA) 
series; initial angiographic results as judged by 
the performing physician are compared with 
the results judged by consensus between two 
independent reviewers. In both studies the inter-
observer agreement between the treating physi-
cian and the reviewers was low (k-values = 0.395 
and 0.33), highlighting the heterogeneity of 
the assessment and classification of immediate 
angiographic results [66,112].

 n Aneurysm recurrence, regrowth  
or recanalization
Over time more follow-up data on coiled aneu-
rysms has become available from many high 
volume centers, most reporting aneurysm 
recurrence of between 20 and 34% [81–83,85,109]. 
A 2009 systematic review encompassing 46 

studies totaling 8161 coiled aneurysms found 
that 20.8% of all coiled intracranial aneurysms 
showed recurrence, half of which were retreated 
(Figure 6) [111]. 

Non-modif iable patient factors, includ-
ing aneurysm size of greater than 10 mm, 
neck diameter greater than 4 mm and high 
dome:neck ratio, are statistically significant 
predictors of recurrence following aneurysm 
coiling, both in ruptured and unruptured 
 aneurysms [83,85,106,108,109,113].

 n Association between  
immediate angiographic result  
& aneurysm recurrence
Recurrence is usually attributable to regrowth 
from an unsecured part (remnant) of the aneu-
rysm, or recanalization secondary to instability 
of the coil-thrombus mass (coil compaction). If 
no remnant was reported at the original treat-
ment, some groups refer to any recurrence as 
‘de novo’ aneurysm formation [107].

Two large case series have reported significant 
associations between the initial angiographic 
result and the incidence of aneurysm recurrence 
or recanalization [85,109]. 

One large consecutive series found no differ-
ence in the rate of recurrence between complete 
occlusion (Raymond class 1) and neck remnants 
(Raymond class 2). They conclude from this 
that the increased risk of procedural compli-
cations associated with pursuing a complete 
occlusion is not justified by the outcome [85].

The multicenter retrospective CARAT study 
reported a rerupture risk of 25% in coiled 
aneurysms with residual sac filling (Raymond 
class 3), 4.9% with large neck remnants, 2.3% 
with small neck remnants (both class 2) and 
1.8% with complete occlusion (Raymond 
class 1). They concluded that these results 
justify attempts to completely occlude aneu-
rysms [108]. The authors note the limitation 
of their study owing to very small numbers. It 
is important to note that the very high (25%) 
rebleed rate occurred in a subset of Raymond 3 
(<70% occlusion) and cannot be extrapolated 
to relate to all Raymond 3 residual aneurysms. 
The methodology of the statistical ana lysis 
applied to the CARAT data is also the subject 
of negative criticism from other authors [114].

The heterogeneity of physician assess-
ments and classification of immediate angio-
graphic results discussed earlier is likely 
to be a factor in the differing hemorrhage 
risk and recommendations associated with 
neck remnants.
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There is evidence that more objective mea-
sures of angiographic results may predict stabil-
ity. Two studies which compared the volume 
ratio of embolic coils to aneurysm volume 
(packing ratio) demonstrated that a high pack-
ing ratio is a statistically significant predictor of 
stability. One author reported that no aneurysm 
with packing greater than 24% demonstrated 
recurrence at 6-month follow-up [115,116].

 n Long-term prevention of SAH
The greatest long-term limitation of coil embo-
lization is that several reports have shown that 
rebleeding or delayed hemorrhage is more 
frequent after coiling than clipping [106–108]. 

The reported risk of repeat hemorrhage 
from the target aneurysm following coiling 

of ruptured aneurysms varies from 0.6 to 
2.1% across the largest published series, 
which includes the ISAT and CAR AT 
trials [81–83,85,106–109]. 

Recanalization or recurrence after aneurysm 
treatment is a known risk factor for delayed 
hemorrhage, but in all published series the rate 
of recurrence is much higher than the rate of 
hemorrhage [85,106,108,109]. Several large case 
series have also demonstrated an association 
between incomplete aneurysm occlusion and 
delayed hemorrhage [106,108,109]. The absolute 
numbers of rebleeds or delayed hemorrhage 
from the target aneurysm in most series and 
both the ISAT and CARAT trials is very 
low, which limits the power of statistical 
associations [106–108].

Aneurysm

Recurrence

Aneurysm retreated
with coiling

Basilar
artery

Basilar
artery

Coiled aneurysm

Figure 6. Aneurysm recurrence after coiling and retreatment. (A) Digital subtraction 
angiogram, left vertebral artery injection. Large basilar tip saccular aneurysm. The patient presented 
with World Federation of Neurosurgical Societies grade 2 subarachnoid hemorrhage. (B) Digital 
subtraction angiogram, left vertebral artery injection; following endovascular treatment of the 
aneurysm with coils. A small neck remnant remains (Raymond/modified Montreal class 2). (C) Digital 
subtraction angiogram, left vertebral artery injection, showing effect 2 years later. Significant coil 
compaction and aneurysm recurrence. (d) Digital subtraction angiogram, left vertebral artery 
injection. Final angiogram following retreatment of the aneurysm with coils.
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The most recent ISAT follow-up data demon-
strates that the slightly higher repeat hemorrhage 
and retreatment rates in the coiling arm are not 
associated with any increase in death. The clini-
cal outcome benefit of coiling over clipping would 
not be lost over any reasonable follow-up. This 
confirms that coiling is the appropriate treatment 
for ruptured aneurysms treatable by either tech-
nique regardless of the recanalization/recurrence 
rate [69,107].

At present no clear conclusions can be drawn 
on factors predicting which recurrences will 
rebleed. The decision to treat an aneurysm recur-
rence amenable to endovascular therapy is there-
fore an individual case-by-case assessment [113]. In 
the ISAT, 17% of coiled patients were retreated. 
Younger age, larger aneurysm size and incomplete 
occlusion were predictors of retreatment [107].

Follow-up 
The aim of imaging follow-up of aneurysms 
treated with endovascular techniques is to 
monitor for recurrence, as detailed previously. 
Traditionally this was done with intra-arterial 
catheter angiography. In the last 5 years there 
has been a shift to the use of magnetic resonance 
angio graphy (MRA), both time-of-flight and 
gadolinium-enhanced techniques, using 1.5 
and 3 Tesla magnets. Several publications have 
reported MRA having similar accuracy to cath-
eter angiography [85,117–121]. The lack of proce-
dural risk and radiation make MRA a superior 
choice if the detected of recurrence is shown to 
be equivalent. There is no consensus on whether 
sensitivity and specificity in detection of aneu-
rysm remnants is improved by using contrast-
enhanced techniques or 3 Tesla field strength 
over noncontrast time-of-flight and 1.5 Tesla field 
strength, respectively. 

endovascular techniques
 n Approaches

The overall goal of endovascular aneurysm treat-
ment is to stop flowing blood from entering the 
aneurysm sac, excluding it from the circulation. 
In broad terms, the endovascular treatment 
options can be divided into ‘deconstructive’, 
which prevents aneurysm filling by deliberately 
occluding the parent vessel; and ‘reconstructive’, 
which aims to occlude the aneurysm sac, pre-
serve the parent vessel lumen, and reconstruct a 
nonaneurysmal parent artery wall. Many authors 
further divide the reconstructive goals into endo-
saccular, referring to occlusion of the aneurysmal 
sac, and ‘endoluminal’ referring to the recon-
struction of a nonaneurysmal parent artery wall.

 n Armamentarium
Procedural instructions are beyond the scope of 
this article, but a brief explanation of the tools 
and basic methods applicable to most techniques 
is provided. The term ‘guide catheter’ refers to a 
stiff 5F or greater caliber wide lumen catheter 
which is positioned below the skull base, usually 
in the cervical internal carotid or vertebral artery. 
‘Microcatheters’ are much narrower (usually 
less than 2 French caliber) catheters which are 
advanced over ‘microwires’ (usually 0.010–0.018 
inch in caliber). Using digital subtraction road-
map images for guidance a microcatheter is intro-
duced into the guide catheter, and advanced into 
the intracranial system. 

Today, most endovascular aneurysm treat-
ment procedures are performed under gen-
eral anesthesia, allowing complete paralysis to 
eliminate motion artifact, and better control of 
hemodynamic parameters. Therapeutic heparin-
ization is standard procedure. Dual antiplatelet 
therapy – commonly with acetylsalicylic acid 
and clopidogrel – is usually required for elective 
aneurysm treatment requiring stent-assisted tech-
niques. This usually restricts these techniques 
to unruptured aneurysms. This is  discussed 
further later.

 n Reconstructive approach
The first endosaccular occlusion of an ICA aneu-
rysm was performed in 1941 via craniotomy, 
direct puncture of the aneurysm and the insertion 
of 9 m of wire into the aneurysm sac [122].

detachable coil  
embolization: endosaccular 
reconstructive approach
Detachable coils can be used for ‘endosaccular 
reconstruction’ by occluding the aneurysm sac, 
inducing thrombosis and excluding the sac from 
the circulation (Figure 7). They are also used in 
deconstructive occlusion of the parent artery 
(vessel sacrifice).

A ‘detachable coil’ is introduced through a 
microcatheter either into the aneurysm sac or an 
artery lumen depending on the deconstructive or 
reconstructive goal. The coil can be withdrawn 
and repositioned until the operator is satisfied 
with its position. It is detached by using elec-
trolytic, hydraulic or thermomechanical meth-
ods depending on the manufacturer and prod-
uct. All microcatheters designed for detachable 
coil deployment have radio-opaque markers at 
their distal tip and 30 mm proximal to this. 
Compatible detachable coils have a radio-opaque 
marker 30 mm proximal to the detachment zone. 
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When these two proximal markers are aligned 
f luoroscopically the operator can be certain 
the detachment zone is at the distal end of the 
catheter when it is often obscured by previously 
deployed coils.

The first human use of the Guglielmi detach-
able coil (GDC) in 1990 led to wider clinical use 
in 1991, approval by the US FDA for surgically 
unmanageable aneurysms in 1995, and emer-
gence as the preferable modality for the manage-
ment of ruptured aneurysms following the first 
results of the ISAT in 2002 [42,122].

The success of the archetypal GDC has led to 
a wide array of bare metal coils from the manu-
facturers of GDC and other vendors. Bare metal 

coils vary in the caliber of their constrained 
delivery form or ‘wire thickness’, the morpho-
logy and diameter of the shape they form when 
unconstrained, their length and their relative 
‘softness’. For example, a Boston GDC-10 360° 
4 mm/15 cm soft refers to a 0.010˝ wire thick-
ness, a 3D shape consisting of alternating small 
and large loops (360™), a 4 mm unconstrained 
diameter and a 15 cm length.

Bioactive coils
The incidence of aneurysm recurrence with bare 
metal coiling has prompted the introduction of 
coils with ‘bioactive’ resorbable polymer either 
coated on or loaded within the coil. Experimental 
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Figure 7. recently ruptured saccular anterior communicating artery aneurysm treated with 
endovascular coiling. (A) Digital subtraction angiogram. A recently ruptured bilobed saccular 
aneurysm arises from the right anterior cerebral artery at its junction with the anterior 
communicating artery. (B) 3D rotational digital subtraction angiogram demonstrating the same 
aneurysm. (C) Fluoroscopic roadmap image during microcatheter selection and deployment of the 
first coil into the aneurysm sac. (d) Digital subtraction angiogram. Coiling of the aneurysm has 
resulted in complete exclusion of the aneurysm sac from the circulation and preservation of 
the AComA.
AComA: Anterior communicating artery. 
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animal studies suggested that these materials 
induce an increased tissue response, increased 
fibrous tissue and intimal layer covering the 
aneurysm neck, conditions thought more likely 
to result in complete aneurysm occlusion and 
less recurrence [123–126]. 

Several bioactive coils have been in use since 
2002. The products include the Cerecyte® 
microcoil (Micrus Endovascular, CA, USA), 
containing polyglycolic acid suture material; 
the Matrix® detachable coil (Boston Scientific, 
MA, USA) and Nexus microcoils (ev3, CA, 
USA) coated with a combination of poly-
glycolic and polylactic acid; and the HydroCoil® 
(Microvention, CA, USA) coated in hydrogel. 

A total of 32 published studies evaluating 
coated or bioactive coils in aneurysm treatment 
were analyzed in a systematic review. All stud-
ies were clinical series rather than randomized 
trials and provided very little evidence in favor 
of bioactive or coated coils over bare platinum 
coils [127].

Randomized controlled trials comparing bio-
active coils with bare platinum coils are in prog-
ress for the Matrix, HydroCoil and Cerecyte 
products. All have finished recruiting but have 
not released outcome data at the time of writ-
ing [128,201–204]. When complete, these trials will 
provide scientific evidence as to the benefit, if 
any, of bioactive coil technology.

Several reports of aseptic meningitis and 
hydrocephalus associated with the use of 
hydrogel-coated coils have been published [129–
132]. The first publication from the randomized 
HydroCoil Endovascular Aneurysm Occlusion 
and Packing Study (HELPS) trial found no dif-
ference in meningitic symptoms or hydrocepha-
lus between the bare platinum and HydroCoil 
groups [128].

Balloon remodeling/
balloon-assisted coiling
The difficulty in packing wide necked aneu-
rysms with standard coiling technique led to 
the development and publication of the ‘bal-
loon remodeling’ or ‘balloon-assisted coiling’ 
technique. This involves positioning of a com-
pliant microcatheter-delivered balloon at the 
aneurysm neck. The balloon is intermittently 
inflated to support the primary microcatheter 
in the aneurysm sac and to prevent the coils 
from prolapsing into the parent artery during 
deployment [133–137].

The initial publications are single-center 
case series which report high success rates, 
and the ability to treat wide necked aneurysms 

not previously treatable with standard coiling 
technique [133–137]. Improved technology and 
increased compliance of the balloons has been 
reported to improve the efficacy of bifurcation 
aneurysm treatment [134].

The additional instruments theoretically 
increase the risk of complication. The pres-
ence of an additional microcatheter, microwire 
and depending on the technique an additional 
guide catheter increase the risk of thrombo-
embolism and arterial dissection. There is 
low-grade evidence in published case series 
that cases with more catheter repositioning are 
associated with higher rates of thromboembolic 
complications [88,92]. 

Balloon inflation adjacent to the aneurysm 
sac may increase the RR, particularly in recently 
ruptured aneurysms. Balloon-assisted coiling is 
shown in case series to increase rupture rates 
in ruptured aneurysms [101,138]. Reassuringly, a 
comparison of cases using balloon-assisted coil-
ing with standard coiling of unruptured aneu-
rysms in the ATENA study found no increase 
in morbidity and mortality associated with the 
technique [139].

Balloon overinflation can cause arterial rup-
ture. If two groin punctures are performed the 
risk of femoral artery complications is doubled.

Liquid embolic agents:  
balloon-assisted endosaccular 
approach with alternative  
embolic material
The use of liquid embolic agents such as Onyx® 
(ev3, CA, USA) to treat wide necked, large and 
giant unruptured aneurysms has been the subject 
of several case series and one multicenter prospec-
tive observational study [140–143]. The endovascu-
lar technique involves micro catheter selection of 
the aneurysm and inflation of a compliant micro-
catheter delivered balloon across the aneurysm 
neck. Injection of contrast into the aneurysm with 
the balloon inflated is performed to confirm that 
none leaks into the parent artery. If this test is 
successful, Onyx is injected into the aneurysm 
sac. Stent assistance to improve the stability of the 
Onyx cast has also been reported [140–144]. The 
Cerebral Aneurysm Multicenter European Onyx 
(CAMEO) trial reported subtotal or incom-
plete occlusion in 21%, neurological morbidity 
in 8.3%, procedural or disease related death in 
3.1%, and delayed occlusion of the parent artery 
in 13% [143]. Many authors described procedural 
mortality of 2–3% and morbidity of 7–8% as 
being similar to endovascular or surgical treat-
ment of similar aneurysm subgroups. The fact 
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that the aneurysm occlusion rates and adverse 
events are possibly similar but certainly no bet-
ter than coil, balloon and stent technology has 
seen embolic liquids sidelined in favor of other 
device technologies.

stent-assisted coiling:  
endoluminal & endosaccular 
reconstructive approach
The use of a stent in the parent artery across 
the aneurysm neck in addition to coil pack-
ing of the aneurysm sac has proven mechanical 
benefits, a well as hemodynamic and biological 
benefits demonstrated in flow models and animal 
studies, respectively. 

The wall of the stent provides a mechanical 
scaffolding to prevent coils prolapsing out of 
the aneurysm sac into the parent artery during 
deployment. This enables more complete packing 
of the aneurysm sac (Figure 8).

The stent mesh across the aneurysm neck 
has been shown in in vitro models to alter the 
flow dynamics. Increasing the circulation time 
through the aneurysm sac theoretically enhances 
the disturbance of flow induced by the coils 
and assists occlusion. Reducing the flow-related 
stress on the aneurysm wall theoretically reduces 
the RR [145,146].

Canine models have demonstrated endothelial-
ization of the stent struts [147,148]. A human post-
mortem histological study demonstrated endo-
thelialization of a Neuroform stent placed across 
an ICA aneurysm neck [149]. Endothelialization 
is desirable to secure the aneurysm neck, and to 

reduce the thromboembolic complications by 
removing the thrombogenic interface between 
flowing blood and the metallic foreign body. 

Self-expanding microstents for aneurysm treat-
ment have been in use since 2002 and several large 
case series have been recently published, although 
not all outcome parameters are reported in every 
series. Immediate postprocedural total aneurysm 
occlusion (or >90% occlusion) is reported as 
57–79%. Recanalization is reported as 9–28%. 
The largest series reports a 15.1% retreatment 
rate [150–155].

Arterial stenting carries a proven risk of platelet 
aggregation and thromboembolic complications. 
For this reason, most authors currently recom-
mend acetylsalicylic acid and clopidogrel therapy 
for 3–4 days preoperatively and for a variable dura-
tion postoperatively, often 6 weeks. Acetylsalicylic 
acid is often continued for life [150–154,156,157]. 
Analysis of individual testing of patient response to 
antiplatelet agents is ongoing. As well as full pro-
cedural heparinization, most operators continue 
full heparinization for 24–48 h postoperatively. 

In a series of elective stent-assisted aneurysm 
treatment, reported thromboembolic compli-
cations range from 2.4 to 8.8%, permanent 
morbidity 2.4 to 7.4% and mortality 2.0 to 
4.6% [150–155].

The need for aggressive antiplatelet and antico-
agulant therapy makes the use of stents in treat-
ment of acutely ruptured aneurysms difficult. One 
multicenter series reported the use of stents to treat 
wide necked aneurysms in acute SAH. They found 
a 21% rate of procedural complications, most of 
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Figure 8. Posterior communication artery aneurysm treated with stent-assisted coiling. (A) Digital subtraction angiogram. Right 
ICA injection demonstrating a saccular aneurysm arising from the posterior aspect of the supraclinoid ICA at the location of the posterior 
communicating artery origin. (B) Digital subtraction angiogram after stent‑assisted coiling. Right ICA injection demonstrating occlusion 
of the aneurysm sac with coils, supported by a stent in the parent ICA vessel across the aneurysm neck. (C) Native unsubtracted 
angiogram after stent‑assisted coiling. The ends of the Neuroform® (Boston Scientific, MA, USA) stent are radio‑opaque, demonstrating 
the stent spanning the ICA from the cavernous to the supraclinoid segments, across the neck of the aneurysm. The stent provides 
mechanical support or scaffolding for the coil mass in the aneurysm sac.
ICA: Internal carotid artery.
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them thromboembolic and attributable to the use 
of stent assistance. The overall 30-day mortality 
was 20% [156].

In-stent stenosis is a known major complica-
tion of intracranial arterial stenting. The largest 
series of stent-assisted coiling with Neuroform 
stents reports a 5.6% (10 of 177) rate of mod-
erate or severe in-stent stenosis. Three of these 
presented with focal neurological deficits, two 
required angioplasty and one eventually a surgical 
bypass. One of the seven asymptomatic patients 
progressed to total occlusion [150].

Comparison of stent-assisted immediate angio-
graphic occlusion rates in nonrandomized series 
with standard coiling results is illogical because 
stent assistance is selected for the most anatomi-
cally challenging cases. In the published series, 
thromboembolic complications are slightly higher 
with stent assistance than coiling alone, which 
reinforces the importance of antiplatelet therapy. 
The 21% complication rate and 20% morbidity 
reported in acute SAH cases suggests that fur-
ther research is warranted into the use of stent 
assistance in this setting. Several authors advo-
cate delayed definitive stent treatment under full 
antiplatelet and anticoagulation therapy once the 
aneurysm is partially treated in the acute setting 
with coils only.

 n Flow-diverting stents: endoluminal 
reconstructive approach
New stents have recently been developed to treat 
aneurysms by endoluminal reconstruction, with-
out the need for endosaccular coil embolization 
(Figures 9 & 10). Ideally, the stent will divert flow 

away from the aneurysm sac to promote thrombo-
sis and involution of the aneurysm. The porosity 
of the stent is such that the high flow into the ostia 
of perforating branches is not occluded. A second 
aim is neo-intimal formation and endothelializa-
tion of the stent struts that lie across the aneurysm 
neck and against the parent artery wall, but not the 
struts crossing the ostia of  perforating branches. 

Mid-1990s animal studies on the use of vari-
ous stent types to treat aneurysms predicted that 
porous self-expanding stents may become a use-
ful aneurysm treatment in humans [147,148]. The 
encouraging animal and human experimental 
data on altered aneurysm flow dynamics and 
stent endothelialization was reinforced by reports 
describing the use of self-expanding remodeling 
stents (designed for stent assistant coiling) with-
out coils to treat selected complex aneurysms 
[147,148,158–163]. Chinese groups reported positive 
results with the use of the covered Willis stent 
to treat cisternal segment ICA aneurysms, but 
cautioned that tortuous anatomy and perforator 
coverage were contraindications [164].

Animal studies of prototype flow-diverting 
stents produced angiographic, histological and 
electron microscopic results, which showed flow 
diversion, aneurysm occlusion and appropriate 
neo-intimal formation and endothelialization, 
and preservation of perforating branches [165,166].

The new generation of flow-diverting stents, 
the Pipeline™ Embolization Device (PED; 
ev3 Neurovascular, CA, USA), and the SILK 
stent (Balt Extrusion, Montmorency, France) 
are the two intracranial flow-diverting stents 
currently available.

PICA origin
Aneurysm

PED

PED

Aneurysm

Figure 9. dissecting right vertebral artery aneurysm treated with Pipeline™ embolization device (ev3 Neurovascular, CA, 
UsA). (A) Digital subtraction angiogram, right vertebral artery injection. Intradural right vertebral artery aneurysm proximal to the origin of 
the posterior inferior cerebellar artery. (B) Unsubtracted angiogram, right vertebral artery injection. A PED has been deployed across the 
neck of the aneurysm. (C) CT angiogram 1 day later demonstrating stent patency and preserved aneurysm filling. Follow‑up imaging is not 
available in this patient at the time of writing this paper, but this aneurysm is expected to thrombose over the next 3–6 months.
PED: Pipeline™ Embolization Device; PICA: Posterior inferior cerebellar artery.
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Pipeline embolization device
The PED is a self-expanding cylindrical device 
composed of 48 braided strands of cobalt chro-
mium and platinum. When fully deployed 
within an appropriately size-matched vessel, a 
single PED has 30–35% metal surface area.

The largest reported PED series describes 
treatment of 63 aneurysms in 53 patients and 
reports complete angiographic occlusion in 93%, 
and 95% of aneurysms at 6 and 12 months, 
respectively. At the time of writing this paper, 
6 months or greater follow-up imaging was only 
available in 28 of the 53 patients. They report 
no strokes, deaths or decrease in modified 
Rankin scores. A giant circumferential basilar 
aneurysm was the only lesion that was not suc-
cessfully treated. The authors hypothesize that a 
pre-existing self-expanding stent used for stent-
assisted coiling in this case may have impaired 
the wall apposition of the PED construct. A 

total of 19% of patients available for follow-up 
at 3 months had asymptomatic in-stent steno-
sis. Three of these seven patients demonstrated 
angiographic improvement at 12 months [167].

The Pipeline for the Intracranial Treatment 
of Aneurysms (PITA) trial enrolled 31 patients, 
most with large and wide necked ICA sidewall 
aneurysms. A total of 93% were angio graphically 
cured at 6 months and 6% suffered complicating 
strokes. One case (3%) of asymptomatic in-stent 
stenosis was observed [168].

Other single-center smaller series have 
reported similar 6 months occlusion and in-stent 
stenosis rates [168,169].

Two international trials (Complete Occlusion 
of Coilable Aneurysms using Pipeline 
Embolization Device [COCOA] and Pipeline 
Embolization Device for Uncoilable or Failed 
Aneurysms [PUFS]) are running at present. The 
COCOA trial randomizes ‘coilable’ extra- and 
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Figure 10. Large complex shaped right internal carotid artery aneurysm successfully treated with flow-diverting stent 
(Pipeline™ embolization device; ev3 Neurovascular, CA, UsA). (A) Digital subtraction angiogram, right carotid injection. Oblique 
projection demonstrating the complex right internal carotid artery cavernous segment aneurysm. Its lack of a discernable neck makes it 
unfavorable for coiling. (B) 3D digital subtraction angiogram, right carotid injection. Oblique projection demonstrating the complex right 
internal carotid artery cavernous segment aneurysm. (C) Digital subtraction angiogram, right carotid injection. Two PED stents have been 
deployed in the right internal carotid artery across the aneurysmal segment. (d & e) Digital subtraction angiograms, right carotid 
injection. An angiogram 6‑h later demonstrates almost complete absence of aneurysm filling, with stent patency preserved.
ICA: Internal carotid artery; PED: Pipeline™ Embolization Device.
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intra-dural ICA aneurysms to coiling or PED 
therapy. The PUFS trial examines PED treat-
ment of large and wide necked ICA aneurysms 
without a control arm [168].

Although the 35% porosity of the PED 
theoretically does not occlude the perforating 
branches, a case of anterior cerebral artery A1 
lenticulostriate occlusion and basal ganglia 
infarction associated with overlapping PED 
stents has been reported [170].

SILK stent
The SILK stent is a self-expanding stent com-
posed of 48 braided nitinol strands. It is deliv-
ered via microcatheter and can be resheathed and 
repositioned before final deployment [171]. Case 
reports of its use in successful treatment of suc-
cessful treatment of aneurysms which were not 
amenable to coiling have been published [171].

The Marco Polo trial is a multicenter rando-
mized trial of SILK stents versus standard 
coiling techniques (including balloon and 
stent assistance) for ICA and vertebrobasilar 
aneurysms [205].

A case report was published earlier this year 
of fatal SAH secondary to rupture of an oph-
thalmic segment ICA aneurysm, which had been 
apparently successfully treated 20 days earlier 
with a SILK stent [172]. Recently, a number of 
deaths shortly after elective treatment of large 
and giant aneurysms with SILK stents led the 
manufacturer to issue a notice advising that it 
does not currently have the clinical data to sup-
port the use of the SILK device without the use 
of embolization coils [206].

Flow-directing stents are an exciting new 
development in the endovascular treatment of 
aneurysms. More will be understood regarding 
their precise role when further data are available 
on long-term safety and efficacy.

 n Deconstructive approach
Vessel sacrifice
Although the endosaccular and endoluminal 
reconstructive approaches to aneurysm treat-
ment are preferable, there remains a subset of 
aneurysms that are not amenable to these tech-
niques. Giant size, a very wide neck, complex 
anatomy, a surgically inaccessible location and 
previous failed reconstructive approaches are 
factors that can make some aneurysms impos-
sible or too high risk to treat with endosaccular 
coiling and or endoluminal stenting. Infective 
mycotic, vasculitic and dissecting aneurysms 
are sometimes best treated with vessel sacrifice 
(Figure 2) [173].

Sacrifice of the parent artery may have a 
higher success rate and potentially be safer, par-
ticularly if adequate collateral vascular support 
can be demonstrated with balloon test occlusion 
(BTO) before definitive artery occlusion [173,174].

Balloon test occlusion
Balloon test occlusion involves the inflation 
of an endovascular balloon in the target par-
ent artery (usually the ICA or vertebral artery) 
under full heparinization for up to 20–30 min 
depending on the results obtained. A micro-
catheter-delivered device or one that is part 
of a larger double lumen balloon catheter can 
be used. Mild hypotension is often pharmaco-
logically initiated to increase the sensitivity of 
the test. Ipsilateral conventional coronary angi-
ography is performed during the occlusion to 
assess external carotid artery–ICA collateral 
supply. Awake neurological examination is per-
formed and compared with the baseline status 
before the procedure. 

Balloon test occlusion has a positive predic-
tive value and specificity approaching 100%; 
that is to say that all patients who demonstrate 
neurological decline during test occlusion will 
suffer permanent deficit if the vessel is sacrificed. 
Its negative predictive value and sensitivity is 
more limited; investigators have reported rates 
of 4.7–25% of stroke in vessel sacrifice following 
a normal BTO. In order to increase the sensitiv-
ity of the test,  several modifications have been 
reported [173].

During BTO, EEG, transcranial Doppler, 
ICA pressure measurements, Xenon CT, 
SPECT, PET and perfusion MRI are all adjunc-
tive tests that have been reported to increase 
sensitivity in small nonrandomized series [173].

An alternative method, the ‘venous phase 
BTO,’ is reported to increase positive predictive 
value to 98%, and can also be performed under 
general anesthetic. It involves catheterization of 
the contralateral ICA and angiography during 
ipsilateral BTO. The synchronicity of cerebral 
cortical vein opacification between the index 
and contralateral sides is the outcome measure. 
A delay of between 2 and 4 s on the index side 
is reported to be indicative of poor collateral 
reserve, and predictive of deficit following sac-
rifice. A delay of greater than 4 s is regarded as 
a contraindication to sacrifice [175,176].

The BTO itself is a relatively safe procedure, 
with a reported risk profile marginally greater 
than diagnostic catheter angiography. In large 
series permanent neurological complication 
rates of 0.33–0.40% are reported [173,177].
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Parent artery sacrifice
Proximal ICA sacrifice for aneurysms of the 
petrous and cavernous segment can be performed 
with detachable balloons, detachable devices such 
as the Amplatzer® Vascular Plug (AGA Medical 
Corporation, MN, USA) or coils. The use of 
pushable 0.35˝ coils has largely been replaced by 
the detachable microcoils. A trapping technique 
is usually performed, with sacrifice of the ves-
sel proximal and distal to the aneurysm neck, 
preventing retrograde filling of the aneurysm sac. 

Sacrifice of the supraclinoid ICA or circle of 
Willis vessels can be performed with detach-
able microcoils. Careful planning of the extent 
of sacrifice is needed with regard to potential 
collateral supply to the aneurysm. Distal vessels 
sacrifice is performed with microcoils or liquid 
embolic agents.

Vessel sacrifice is highly effective at removing 
aneurysms from the circulation. A meta-ana lysis 
found that endovascular sacrifice thrombosed 
97.5% of the cavernous ICA aneurysms being 
treated [174].

As noted previously, proximal ICA sacrifice car-
ries a risk of cerebral infarction variously quoted 
as 4.7–25% after successful BTO. The ischemia 
may be delayed and caused by thrombus form-
ing in the vessel immediately distal to the sacri-
ficed segment as the dynamics change over time. 
Sacrifice of distal vessels carries a higher and less 
predictable risk depending on pial collaterals [173].

Conclusion
Aneurysmal SAH is a potentially lethal condition 
that leaves many survivors disabled. Endovascular 
treatment of intracranial aneurysms is shown to 
improve clinical outcome after SAH and the 
treatment of high-risk unruptured aneurysms is 
likely to improve life expectancy by preventing 
SAH. There is high level evidence that endo-
vascular coiling offers better outcomes than 
neurosurgical clipping in the treatment of aneu-
rysmal SAH. Endovascular treatment, including 
advanced coil techniques and newer generation 
devices, is an area of continued technological 
development. Ongoing improvement of devices 
and techniques aims to reduce complications and 
improve angiographic and clinical outcomes.

Future perspective
The past two decades have witnessed major 
changes in management of intracranial aneu-
rysms, with the broad introduction of endo-
vascular coil-based techniques. ISAT was crucial 
in providing robust evidence on which to base 
this expansion of endovascular aneurysm repair 

in ruptured aneurysms, and there has been simi-
lar application to unruptured aneurysms, albeit 
without the same level of evidence.

Key issues which will inform a discussion on 
the future of aneurysm management over the next 
5–10 years are:

 � Incomplete aneurysm exclusion – both 
remnants and late recurrences

 � Significance of aneurysm remnants

 � Antiplatelet therapy and stent use

 � Treatment of unruptured aneurysms

 � Management of delayed neurological deficit 
post-SAH

Complete aneurysm exclusion remains the 
goal, but further evidence will confirm that not 
all remnants are the same. We will look back at 
the period between 1995 and 2010, and the vigor 
with which a perfect ‘imaging outcome’ was pur-
sued, and question the acceptance of associated 
re-treatment risk. Further information will allow 
identification of low-risk remnants that can either 
be followed up using MRA, or safely ignored. 
Those remnants that are growing, or have other 
features associated with higher rupture risk will 
be treated with coils that will promote healing of 
the aneurysm neck, or with stents that can lead to 
endothelialization and healing of the wall defect 
at the neck.

Endovascular therapy will be more specific for 
sites and types of aneurysms. Flow-diverting stent 
constructs will be the primary treatment option, 
with high obliteration rates – either alone or with 
concomitant coil placement – for paraclinoid ICA 
aneurysms, and many intradural vertebral and 
basilar artery aneurysms. Both untreated aneu-
rysms of complex geometry and post-treatment 
remnants will benefit from stent usage. Issues 
related to required antiplatelet therapy to allow 
use of stents – either as scaffolding or as flow 
diverters – will remain, but coated stents will 
become available, which will decrease the like-
lihood of thromboembolic complications, and 
delayed stenosis. Stents that do not promote plate-
let aggregation, neointimal hyperplasia or dissolve 
with time will further widen the options available.

Liquid embolic agents and endosaccular 
devices will progress, and may find a niche role 
for aneurysms unsuited to the coils and/or stent 
approaches, but are unlikely to be applicable for 
the majority of intracranial aneurysms.

Magnetic resonance angiography-based imag-
ing workup will replace digital subtraction angio-
graphy and CT angiography – both of which 
use ionizing radiation and therefore have risks 
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associated with this, particularly for ongoing 
follow-up. Model-based computed flow dynam-
ics, serial imaging and aneurysm wall assessment 
will progress and allow more accurate risk strati-
fication – such that we will be able to identify 
aneurysms at greater rupture risk, quantify that 
risk and provide understandable risk–benefit 
data on which patients and their physicians 

can make decisions on best management. The 
modeling will also allow virtual treatment to 
be performed – with benefits to training and 
procedure preparation.

Will there be a role for open surgery, or will the 
decreasing proportion of surgical clipping cases 
continue to effectively 0%? The role for open 
microneurosurgical aneurysm treatment will be 

executive summary

Intracranial aneurysms
 � Pathological outpouching of intracranial arterial walls. 
 � Classified into saccular/berry aneurysms, pseudoaneurysms, mycotic aneurysms, dissection‑related aneurysms, fusiform intradural 

aneurysms and oncotic aneurysms.
 � Can present with subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), cranial nerve palsies, mass effect symptoms, carotid cavernous fistulae, seizures, 

ischemic strokes or headaches.
 � Often incidental findings on neuroimaging performed for another reason.

Aneurysmal SAH
 � Most common and most severe presentation of intracranial aneurysms.
 � High morbidity and mortality.
 � Complicated by acute brain injury, rebleeding, vasospasm, delayed ischemic neurological deficits and hydrocephalus.
 � An indication for early aneurysm treatment by endovascular occlusion or neurosurgical clipping.

Unruptured aneurysms
 � The risk of SAH in unruptured, asymptomatic, less than 5 mm anterior circulation aneurysms is controversial, but likely to be less than 

1% per year.
 � Aneurysms larger than 5 mm, posterior circulation aneurysms, female gender, prior SAH from another aneurysm, advancing ages and 

certain races carry higher risks of subsequent rupture.
 � Decisions to treat unruptured aneurysms should be made on a case‑by‑case basis.

Neurosurgical versus endovascular treatment
 � The International Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Trial (ISAT) demonstrated a reduction in death and dependency when coiling was used over 

clipping to treat ruptured aneurysms amenable to either modality.
 � Longer‑term follow‑up has demonstrated a slightly higher repeat SAH and repeat treatment rate in the coiling group but no resultant 

increase in deaths.
 � The outcome benefit of coiling is not lost over any reasonable follow‑up period.
 � No high level data exists comparing coiling and clipping for unruptured aneurysms.

Procedural complications of endovascular aneurysm treatment
 � Thromboembolic complications, intraprocedural aneurysm rupture, parent vessel occlusion and arterial dissection are the primary 

neurological risks.
 � Groin complications, drug reactions and anesthetic complications.

Long-term outcomes
 � Immediate angiographic outcome is measured by the degree of persistent aneurysm or neck filling and often classified by the ‘modified 

Montreal’ or ‘Raymond’ system.
 � A better immediate angiographic result is shown to reduce aneurysm recurrence.
 � Aneurysm recurrence, regrowth or recanalization has an incidence of approximately 20%, and half of these are retreated.
 � Immediate residual filling of the aneurysm sac and delayed aneurysm recurrence are both risk factors for repeat SAH.
 � The aim of long‑term follow‑up is to monitor for aneurysm recurrence, and magnetic resonance angiography is now replacing catheter 

angiography as the first‑line follow‑up imaging modality.

Endovascular techniques
 � Deconstructive approaches involve parent artery sacrifice with detachable devices or coils to prevent aneurysm filling.
 � Reconstructive approaches include endosaccular reconstruction by placing detachable microcoils in the aneurysm sac and endoluminal 

reconstruction using stents in the parent artery.
 � Detachable platinum microcoils are used for endosaccular reconstruction by inducing thrombosis within the aneurysm sac.
 � Microcoils with additional bioactive substances may reduce recurrence rates but are not yet proven to do so.
 � Balloon remodeling/balloon‑assisted coiling provides temporary mechanical support for endosaccular reconstruction.
 � Specially designed stents are shown to induce endothelialization with preservation of perforating branches when conditions are favorable. 
 � Stent‑assisted coiling involves the combination of endoluminal stents and endosaccular coils, the stent providing mechanical support  

for the coils.
 � Newer endoluminal reconstructive devices such as flow‑diverting/directing stents enable the treatment of aneurysms without direct 

endosaccular coil embolization.
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in selected cases – likely to be more complex and 
of higher risk. The majority of cases will be treated 
using endovascular techniques – but with major 
referral centers for complex cerebrovascular man-
agement where a significant (20–25%) proportion 
of cases will be treated surgically. Concentrating 
such cases in major centers will be necessary to 
maintain surgical expertise in the face of increas-
ingly complex cases, and decreasing numbers of 
more ‘simple’ aneurysms for surgical clipping.
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